ONBUILDING
Community Centers

South Okanagan Events Centre, Penticton, BC

Today’s community centers pose a tough set of design and construction challenges.
How do you build…facilities that accommodate multiple meeting, cultural and
recreational uses under the same roof?...Facilities that are flexible enough to allow
for cost-efficient future expansions, remodelings and interior reconfigurations?...
And, often toughest of all, facilities that are truly economical, both initially and
throughout their useful
lives?
American Buildings Company’s metal building systems can be the best answer to
all of those challenges. American buildings start with advanced computer design
techniques that address every requirement for your center, and that treat each
building as a one-of-a-kind “special.” You don’t have to settle for compromises or
cookie-cutter solutions.
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ABC’s building systems offer complete freedom of design, including the
incorporation of traditional building materials such as masonry, brick, stone or
glass.
ABC’s building systems are available with proprietary color finishes that
can be warranted for 35 years. American metal standing seam roofs can be
protected with 20-year weathertightness replacement warranties that include
both labor and materials.
As part of Nucor Corporation, the largest steel company in the United
States, American Buildings Company is one of the most vertically integrated
manufacturers. We deliver our systems to the jobsite with our own
transportation fleet.
When it’s time to expand, ABC’s buildings’ non-loadbearing walls make it
fast, easy and economical. With ABC’s approach, building additions can be
visually color-matched to the original structure. Interior layout changes are a
snap as well.
We’re represented locally throughout North America by a network of topquality Authorized Builders/Roofers. Each of them takes full single-source
responsibility for success and building owner satisfaction.
There is a better, more flexible and more economical way to build today. Your
ABC Builder has it. For further information, call us or log on to our website
www.americanbuildings.com.
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